
As we exit Another yeAr thAt somehow seems 
shorter thAn the lAst And we continue 
to debAte the future of the high street, 
rli cAtches up with bridgford interiors  
business development director AlAn pAlmer to 
find out how the speciAlist interior fit-out 
compAny hAs fAred over the pAst 12 months.

the enigma that is consumer behaviour still 
remains unresolved. some cite the changing 
attitudes towards shopping, whilst some 
blame brexit, and some an ever increasing 

demand for experience. there has been debate around 
diverse shopping patterns resulting in some longer 
but less frequent visits and the rise of convenience, 
which translates to the fact that time is a resource to 
be used wisely. we can also witness that as consumers 
we are more impatient than ever, seeking immediate 
gratification because that is what we have seen on  
the internet.

what we do know is, that for a store environment 
to succeed it needs customers to come through the 
door, they need to be enticed…unfortunately that is 
only the start. before all else, the store must be in the 
right location and only then can designers work hard 
to provide a customer centric store, a design that is 
creative and unusual that will entice and engage. this 
doesn’t even seek to cover product and staff and 
service and expert knowledge…

And it doesn’t stop there, to ensure a successful 

future there needs to be a continual investment cycle 
of trying something new, ‘Keeping up with the Joneses’  
if you will.

ultimately the store is there for a purpose – the 
humble shop is not redundant. it is there to provide 
an experiential journey that the on-line commodity 
driven market place cannot. the use of lighting, sounds, 
visual merchandising and technology all add something 
to the showcase, and seamlessly integrating physical 
and digital, if done well, offers further avenues to be 
explored by the consumer to prick their imagination.

having said all that, this is where bridgford interiors 
can assist, if things don’t change they stay the same and 
that is not good for any of us. As principal contractor 
or gc to some of their international clients they have 
a strong ethos of turning design into reality, working 
collaboratively with the design team to provide a 
tailored flexible solution to each and every project.

the end game is client satisfaction, repeat 
business and organic turnover growth in a manner 
that is controlled and can be delivered without any 
compromise to current relationships and project 

allocation, through a growing demand from both new and 
existing clients alike.

working primarily for clients within the retail sector 
with some leisure and hospitality schemes thrown in for 
good measure; the company has seen a further period 
of continued growth which is forecast to be sustained  
into 2018.

high points for the bridgford team over the past year 
include the ongoing frameworks with the likes of tK maxx, 
screwfix, co-op, wilko & starbucks, the bread and butter 
of their business. in terms of individual schemes, whilst 
they consider them all to be good a few standout projects 
rise to the top. of the 234 projects successfully delivered 
over the last 12 months, the highlights include the much 
heralded b&Q city format on holloway road, the big 
box reformatted to fit community requirements in a little 
box. Another is the vw car showroom in birmingham’s 
bullring, something different from the norm, a true 
experience where the integration of digital technology 
means that you can build your own car in store with the 
assistance of expert advice. other key projects included 
loon fung on edgware road, a specialist food retailer 
developed for the local community offering a diverse 
range of delicacies, the luxurious vue west end (leicester 
square), a 15 week revamp of their flagship nine-screen 
venue with a premium new bar, and for two clients that 
wish to remain nameless the millimetre perfect installation 
of a new showcase store in southampton and the 23-week 
phased refit of a three-storey trading store in exeter.

to achieve a client’s specific delivery criteria, bridgford 
interiors recognise the experience, talent and commitment 
of their supply chain to provide quality, and in return it 
provides assurance of payment and the nurturing of  

long term relationships.
“delivering consistency is one of the most 

important aspects of our business, working 
repeatedly with the same customer builds 
relationships and in turn produces efficiencies,” 
says business development director Alan 
palmer. “some relationships span back to 
1999 and overall around 85 per cent of our 
business is through retained clients. this is a 
cornerstone to our success,” palmer explains.

bridgford’s client list is impressive and covers 
a multitude of sectors, increasingly however 
palmer states that they are being asked to sign 
confidentiality agreements with clients in this 
competitive market place and consequently 

the integrity of the business restricts them 
from portraying many other completed  
innovative schemes.

“communication, trust, relationships, 
delivery, value, partner, flexible, teamwork, 
experience, control, resilient, competent, 
passionate, these are all part of our everyday 
vocabulary. we do the best we can at every 
stage of a project in the interest of client 
satisfaction,” explains palmer.

“the enthusiasm for the business is obvious; 
at bridgford interiors we are passionate and 
we enjoy what we do. we are not afraid of 
change, with change comes opportunity,”  
palmer concludes.
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